Climate Action at the IRC
Changing How We Work
IRC aims to meet the climate and environmental-related needs of our clients, while
also tackling the environmental impact of our operations. From improving our climate
sustainability to incorporating climate resilient approaches across our operational
models, IRC will face head on our generation’s collective challenge to serve as better
stewards for the planet.
IRC Climate-Smart Operational Indicators
IRC will integrate climate mitigation and environmental sustainability into our organizational culture, operationalize an
organization Environmental Policy and incentivize behavior change f rom headquarters to our US- and international- field
of fices. We will hold ourselves to account by routinely measuring performance against a core set of climate-smart operational
indicators. Both the indicators and our performance against them will be continually reviewed and assessed to ensure we are
taking all necessary steps to mitigate environmental impact.
The below indicators ref lect the starting point of an evolving organizational journey to enact changes to the ways we work that
will result in meaningf ul reductions to our carbon footprint. Indicators and results are expected to be periodically updated as
our operational adaptations gain traction, and as we collect more learnings on feasibility and impact.

From Harm To Home | Rescue.org
* Data collection is ongoing or planned for a future period across several measures to capture an accurate baseline. Business operations were
greatly impacted by COVID-19 and travel data is currently limited to our global travel agency; this and other baseline data are anticipated to change
as we resume travel, regional data is integrated, and common business practices resume, providing a more accurate baseline.
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